Robocopalypse Now?
Artificial intelligence has already arrived. It is penetrating our lives
and changing our world faster than anyone imagined possible.
By Alan S. Brown

i

be the robocopalypse, but artificial
intelligence is suddenly everywhere.
Some AI applications are front page news,
like Google’s autonomous cars, Uber’s driverless taxis, and accidents involving Teslas on autopilot.
Many newspapers and websites highlighted Google’s AI
triumph over the world’s ranking Go master player and
how Carnegie Mellon University’s Libratus AI called
and bluffed its way to victory over four of the world’s top
poker players during a 20-day competition.
Super Bowl ads tell us how IBM’s Watson will fight
disease. In think tanks, economists debate if AI will
cause massive unemployment.
Beneath the radar, AI applications have slipped into
our lives in ways that most people hardly notice. Take,
for example, voice recognition. People rarely associate
voice with AI, but discerning words and their meanings
requires the type of high-level pattern recognition possible only with a human brain or AI.
At first, early versions of Siri and Google Go had trouble knowing where words began and ended, navigating
accents, and filtering out background noise. As recently
as 2014, few people used voice to command their phones.
Yet voice AI continued to improve. By the end of
2016, one out of every five Google queries on Android
phones were spoken, and people who conducted the most
searches were the most likely to use speech recognition,
Google noted. Several analysts
project that half of all smartphone searches will be done by
voice within three or four years.
t may not

ers now use voice to turn lights on or off, engage home
security systems, make coffee, and set the thermostat.
Several appliance companies are now marketing stoves,
ovens, and other products that link to Alexa.
The way help centers use advanced voice recognition show how AI may one day simplify how we interact
with computer systems. Instead of a telephone tree, an
AI voice program asks callers how it can help. After
following up with some questions, it either provides an
answer or routes the caller to a human agent. The best
systems gauge the emotion in a voice (or recognize the
cuss words) and provide special handling for frustrated
or angry callers.
Then there are applications that do not look like AI
at all. Last year, for example, the Associated Press news
service hired Automated Insights’ AI to write short

Voice Recognition
Amazon launched its Alexa voice
recognition software in November 2014. It resides primarily in
Echo, a voice-activated speaker
that sits on a kitchen counter or
desktop. Just ask, and Alexa will
play music, update the news and
weather, read a book, solve a
math problem, or tell you where
and when the movie you want to
see is showing.
Alexa also has an app store
that lets manufacturers of smart
home products build apps that
use Alexa’s voice capabilities to
operate their products. ConsumTop: Echo uses Amazon’s Alexa AI to respond to voice commands.
Bottom: Ford’s radio system links with Alexa so drivers can activate
a safety system or order a coffee from their car. Left: IPsoft’s Amelia
cognitive assistant can tell when callers are getting angry and transfer
them to a human agent.
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along a 150-mile roadway in the Mojave
Desert. The best performer was a car
from Carnegie Mellon that went just
seven miles before getting stuck on a
rock while turning.
Just three years later, six autonomous vehicles completed a 60-mile
circuit through an abandoned military
base, driving among moving cars,
bicyclists, pedestrians, stop lights, and
street signs.
The driverless cars did not perform
as well as humans, and Martin R. Ford,
Michigan Gamma ’85, a Silicon ValAbove: Siemens’ Amberg facility is nearly autonomous. Using a combination of powerful models and smart
agents, it manufactures 12 million programmable linear controllers annually with only 121 defects. Below:
ley entrepreneur who writes about AI,
Warehouses have become ground zero for autonomous robots. Pictured here are next-generation Locus
predicted that driverless trucks were
Robotics robots that are smart enough to collaborate with human workers.
unlikely anytime soon. In 2010, one year
after Ford’s forecast, Google announced
that its secret fleet of autonomous cars
had logged 100,000 incident-free miles.
Today, Tesla sells cars with limited
autopilot features and Uber is testing a
fleet of autonomous taxis in Pittsburgh.
In a recent letter to shareholders,
Amazon founder Jeff P. Bezos, New
Jersey Delta ’86, put his finger on how
AI makes these advances possible:
“Over the past decades,” he wrote,
“computers have broadly automated
tasks that programmers could describe
with clear rules and algorithms. Modern
machine learning techniques now allow
us to do the same for tasks where
describing the precise rules is much
harder.”
news stories about 10,000 minor league games. Here is
His use of the term, “machine learning techniques,”
how one story started:
underscores two essential truths about AI. First, there
“Jayson Aquino tossed a three-hit shutout and Quincy
is no one AI technique; there are many. They range from
Latimore had three hits and two RBI, as the Bowie
biological-sounding neural networks, genetic algorithms,
Baysox topped the Akron RubberDucks 6-0 in the first
and reinforcement learning to geekier sounding deep
game of a doubleheader on Sunday. Aquino (3-4) struck
learning, probabilistic networks, and statistical models.
out eight and walked two to get the win.”
These methods differ in approach and math, but they all
Automated Insights performs this magic by using AI
have one thing in common—they excel at recognizing
to mine box scores for statistical data, interpret its meanpatterns, sometimes even tenuous patterns that humans
ing, and—with the help of some action verbs—writing it
cannot discern.
up. AI may not know that thunderous dunk brought the
Discovers Subtle Patterns
crowd to its feet, but it can look at the scoring log and tell
The second truth in Bezos’ remarks revolves around the
who made the winning basket in the closing seconds.
word “learning.” Most of the time, researchers “train”
Several other companies provide this service as well.
their AI on carefully chosen samples, which the AI
Some analysts estimate that this year, AI will write 40%
analyzes to find the underlying patterns that tie those
to 50% of all sports and finance (another type of numberssamples together. Often, AI discovers subtle patterns
driven news) stories that appear on the web.
than humans miss.
AI is rapidly weaving itself into our lives. It promises
More recently, though, machines have begun to learn
to alter our world as much as did the printing press or
on their own, without any supervision or pre-chosen
the industrial revolution, much less the PC. And it all
samples. Google showed the power of this technique in
happened so fast.
two remarkable demonstrations.
The modern AI age began in 2004 when the Defense
In 2012, its AI used 1,000 computers to review 10 milAdvanced Research Projects Agency sponsored a $1
lion YouTube video stills and classify the patterns it dismillion Grand Challenge for autonomous cars. It was held
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covered. It used those patterns to identify cats with 75%
accuracy. This was twice as good as previous attempts,
made possible by the vast amount of data given to the AI.
“We never told it during the training,“‘This is a cat,’”
Jeff Dean, who heads Google’s Brain initiative, said. “It
basically invented the concept of a cat.”
Granted, any 18-month-old could have pointed out a
cat after seeing one two or three times. Yet that experiment taught Google enough about unsupervised learning for it to improve its search engine, slash translation
errors, and provide more relevant newsfeeds—all at
superhuman speeds.
It also learned how to create AlphaGo, an AI that
defeated the world’s reigning master of the game Go, Lee
Sedol, 4-1.
Every Possible Combination
From the outside, this may not sound impressive. After
all, IBM’s Deep Blue supercomputer defeated the world’s
top chess player, Gary Kasparov, 20 years earlier. Yet
Go is orders of magnitude more complex than chess. For
example, after the first two moves, chess players can
make 400 possible third moves. In Go, they can make
more than 130,000. As a result, Deep Blue’s brute force
approach—compute every possible combination for many
steps ahead—would never work in Go.
Instead, Google took a page from the cat experiment.
It turned its AI loose to analyze all 200,000 Go games
found on the Internet, said Demis Hassabis, one of the
brains behind AlphaGo. The AI used the patterns it
discovered to program the first version of AlphaGo. That
was designed to analyze and narrow the game’s strategic
possibilities, so Google computers could use brute force
to calculate the best tactics within that space.
Hassabis played
AlphaGo against the best
commercial Go software.
When it won consistently,
he cloned AlphaGo so it
could play itself. The AI
continued to learn from
the games and modify
AlphaGo to improve its
performance.
In January 2016, AlphaGo became the first AI
to beat a professional Go
master, running the table
5-0 on the European champion. Yet most observers
still thought AlphaGo
would crumble against the
much higher rated Sudol.
Not Hassabis. “I’m not
going to make a prediction,” he said three months
before the match, “but
let’s just say that we are
very, very confident. I

think we are going to surprise some people.”
AI’s learning abilities make it powerful, but it should
also raise a red flag for every engineer. Machine learning
creates programs that are black boxes. Input comes in
one side and decisions exit the other, but the mechanism
for reaching those decisions is not clear at all.
Since AI is designed to reach decisions and, in some
cases, act autonomously, the makeup of that black box is
critical. It may appear to work and then suddenly make
decisions that put humans at risk. It could affect everyone from passengers in driverless cars and pedestrians
on the street to workers in a factory and patients awaiting a computerized diagnosis. Without knowing what is in
the box, engineers have no way to validate the logic.
Christian Gerdes, who heads Stanford University’s
Center for Automotive Research, said many autonomous
car developers use simulations to test their AI. Some
even scan towns and cities to create more realistic simulation models. Even so, there is no way to simulate every
possible event on a street, Gerdes admitted. Right now,
the best approach to simulations is to keep running them
so AI can continue to learn over time.
AI Behaving Poorly
Experiments often catch AI behaving poorly. Take, for
example, the drone designed by Tom Richardson, a University of Bristol lecturer who specializes in flight mechanics and control. It is the first-ever aircraft that can
land like a bird: swoop down, pull up suddenly with wings
open to bleed off speed, and settle softly to a landing.
This approach would be impossible without AI.
Yet Richardson’s AI can behave perversely. “It
would come up with a solution that was feasible but not
something we would want to do,” he said. “For example,

The Fetch Robotics Freight 500 can map a warehouse so it can navigate autonomously. Its AI fuses data from different
sensors, enabling it to operate around people and forklifts with
tines lifted
off theTground.
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Autonomous cars
rely on AI for safe
driving. Uber began
piloting autonomously driven taxis
in Pittsburgh last
fall.

it wanted to roll over and approach the landing tail first.
Practically speaking, I didn’t want that to happen, so we
had to put some constraints on it.”
Other times, AI can make dangerous inferences, said
Microsoft Research’s Rich Caruana. As a Ph.D. student
20 years ago, Caruana was asked to analyze data from
1 million pneumonia patients to predict which of them
should be admitted to the hospital for treatment.
The data had thousands of variables about patient
lifestyles, treatments, and outcomes. After training, the
machine learning software produced very statistically
accurate analysis of the data. Yet buried in the results
was an unsettling discrepancy: If patients had a history of
asthma, it reduced their risk of dying from pneumonia.
That made no sense. “So I asked a physician friend and
he said that doctors took asthma patients who came down
with respiratory problems very seriously,” Caruana said.
“They got them into health care quickly and treated them
aggressively, and that lowered their chance of dying.”
Still, without transparency, it was impossible to
understand how the AI reached its conclusions. “The
tradeoff in machine learning is that the models that are
the most accurate are the least intelligible,” he said.
That poses unknown risks for anyone who depends on
AI.
Yet risks rarely stop technologists. Tesla, for example, did not wait for legislative approval before adding
autopilot to its cars. Thousands of entrepreneurs offered
commercial drone services before the Federal Aviation
Administration began issuing licensing. And medical
device makers have sought approval for AI robots to
provide radiotherapy, perform eye surgery, and machine
bone for hip implants before Food and Drug Administration developed specific rules governing AI testing.
Likely to Increase
The penetration of AI is only likely to increase. A great
deal of academic research is available online, and over the
past two years, Facebook, Google, Microsoft, and Baidu
(a Chinese leader in voice recognition) have put training and software for AI, voice recognition, and transla16 Summer 2017
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tion into the
public domain
so anyone can
use it. On the
hardware side,
a supply chain
has emerged to
support smart
machinery.
This had
made it possible
for companies
like Bleum, a
Chinese IT firm
that develops
warehouse
management
system software, to jump into the warehouse robot business.
“There are a lot of commodity parts that we use for
the robot,” said Bleum CEO Eric Rongley. “We use
standard PC motherboards, sensors, and motors. We’re
located in Shanghai, and all the people who make these
parts are there. It’s like the Detroit of the early 1900s.”
AI is also likely to get a boost from the growing
Internet of Things, a networked system of sensors ranging from Radio-frequency identification RFID tags and
electronic feedback to microphones and video cameras.
Within a few years, the IoT could generate far more data
than the Internet, giving AI far more information to
analyze and learn about the world.
This also raises privacy concerns. AI connected to IoT
promises to be far more intrusive than the service providers who track our Internet and smartphone searches
and viewing habits. AI will know the television shows we
watch and the music we like and also the emotions our
voices betray when we speak or our health based on how
nimbly we perform our chores at home.
Ethical Issues
AI’s ability to make autonomous decisions also raises
some uncomfortable ethical issues. For example, should
we ever allow a machine to decide whether to kill someone?
Robots have already delivered death. In 2016, Dallas police used a robot to detonate a bomb that killed a
sniper. The U.S. military often uses remotely controlled
drones to kill terrorists. In both cases, however, humans
have made the final decisions. Yet some members of the
U.S. military have called for reassessing whether AI
robots need a human in the decision-making loop. South
Korea and Israel, two countries with dangerous borders,
might want to install lethal robots to keep the enemy
from attacking guards or infiltrating their borders.
Still, no AI issue has drawn as much attention as
jobs. Most people imagine factories when they talk about
machines replacing workers, and conventional automation has been doing exactly that since the 1980s.
If AI-driven automation replaces blue collar jobs,

it will happen first in warehouses.
Amazon, for example, already runs
a fleet of 30,000 to 40,000 robots at
its warehouses. Humans still pick
parts from shelves and pack orders,
but robots deliver shelves of goods
to workers. A smart management
system optimizes product location
(best-sellers closest to packers) and
the flow of robots and goods through
the warehouse. This keeps employment to a minimum.
Rongley’s robots resemble Amazon’s. He says they enable people
to pick 400 to 700 items per hour,
compared to 150 items for a human
without robot assist.
“People who implemented this
model were able to reduce their
workforce to 25 to 30 workers, from
100,” Rongley said. “Even if we just
get the basics right—if we do a poor
implementation—we should be able
to improve productivity by 60%.”
As Siemens’ Amberg, Germany,
facility shows, factories can run nearly autonomously.
Each day at Amberg, 50 million conversations take place
between computer models, control software, machines,
and logistics robots. Those conversations enable the
entire system to optimize the flow of parts as they move
from one manufacturing process to the next. As a result,
Siemens’ 6,000 customers can request any programmable
linear controller (PLC) in Siemens’ vast catalog and have
it shipped within 24 hours. The plant makes 12 million
PLCs annually, and only 121 are likely to have defects.
AI is disrupting professional jobs, too. In 2000, for
example, JP Morgan Chase employed 800 stock traders.
Today, it has only two. The others were replaced by AI
systems, which trade faster and at lower cost. Earlier
this year, BlackStone, the world’s largest hedge fund,
replaced several fund managers, the people who pick
which stocks to buy and sell, with AI systems that do a
better job of responding to quantifiable data.
Writing on the Wall
Many think tanks see the writing on the wall. A comprehensive study by McKinsey Global Institute analyzed
2,000 discrete workplace tasks. It found AI was most
likely to replace workers who collect or process data or
do predictable physical work. That included nearly threequarters of accommodation and food service jobs and
three out of five manufacturing jobs.
A similar study from Oxford University found robots
could replace half of all U.S. jobs within a decade or two.
Reports from Brookings, Deloitte, Gartner, and Price
Waterhouse Cooper put potential AI job losses at 30 to
60%.
Other economists are not as bleak. Deloitte’s Alex
Cole noted, “While it is easy to point to jobs lost due to

The STAR surgical system is the first robot that can stitch living
tissue. While the first generation of medical robots, such as DaVinci,
are operated by surgeons, newer systems use AI to assist surgeons
in their work.

technology, it is not as easy to identify jobs created by
technology.”
Cole co-authored a well-received paper, “Technology
and People, The Great Job-Creating Machine,” which
tried to find those jobs. He argues that as technology
drives down the cost of necessities, people have more
money to spend on what were once luxury services, such
as getting their hair done or going out to dinner. MIT’s
David Autor, a leading labor economist, argues that
robots will have a hard time replacing middle-skill positions like plumbers, electricians, and medical technicians.
No one can be certain how this argument will play
out. Yet it is clear that AI is already changing our world,
and it appears ready to present society with a new set
of questions. Those challenges will require engineers to
think about technology in new ways, and force nations to
address issues like privacy, jobs, and fairness.
It may not be the robocopalypse, but it will be
interesting.
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